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HARNESSING NEXTHINK

Trusted by leading organizations to keep their digital workplace experience running 

smoothly and efficiently, Nexthink is the platform of choice. How can you quickly 

leverage Nexthink within your organization and reap the rewards of improved quality 

of service, seamless digital transformation and heightened endpoint security and 

compliance while firefighting daily issues? How can you leverage Nexthink and benefit 

from new ways to drive the business forward when you spend all day performing 

routinary but necessary tasks?

To accelerate your journey, you need somebody to help you achieve what you 

cannot achieve alone. Nexthink Managed is a portfolio of managed services that help 

organizations obtain the insights and needed value from the Nexthink platform.

OUR TEAM OF EXPERTS HELPS TO:

 z Maximize Nexthink benefits from day one, with no effort

 z Reduce your incidents, free up resources and train on-the-job, alongside our Nexthink 
experts

 z Reduce risk in security and compliance by supporting audits, improve your compliance 
posture and helping you during security incidents

 z Reduce OpEx budget management by eliminating the need to add expensive,  
underutilized FTEs

 z Decrease CapEx by avoiding the need to invest in unused hardware and software

 z Leverage Nexthink solutions in compliance, security, transformations and operations

 z Improve organizational agility by freeing up resources for strategic projects.

NEXTHINK FAST FACTS

 z 800+ customers

 z 9 delivery centers

 z 9 languages spoken

 z 12 solutions to implement

 z Experts in ITSM, Security, Transformation

 z Change and Project Managers  
at your service

Nexthink Managed
Harnessing the Full Power of Nexthink. With Zero Effort.

Platform Management ExpertiseMonitoring

 Full management of the platform

 Upgade to the latest release

 Content update to the latest 
     release and market changes

 Content update to the latest 
     internal needs

 Proactive monitoring

 On-demand analysis

 Data analysis, insights and report

 Problems follow up

 Projects and initiatives 
     related analysis

 Operations

 Transformation

 Security and compliance

 Project management

 IT strategy

 Value assessment
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Why Nexthink Managed?

Leverage our experts; operationalize Nexthink in less time;  
enhance your business productivity.

Choose the managed services that best fit your business model and objectives.

Let us accompany you until your people are ready (ramp-up managed services) and retain us to continuously ensure your compliance 

and support your internal and external audits.

We are available for weekly support to implement best practices and perform data analysis.

Nexthink Managed is a portfolio of managed services that help organizations  
obtain the insights and needed value from the Nexthink platform.

Nexthink Managed benefits

Pragmatic

 z Flexible: service and 
activities tailored to 
customer’s needs

 z Adaptable: priorities and 
load discussed quarterly

 z Contracting Options: pay 
per use, time and material 
and fixed price

Competencies

 z External: pick and choose 
which competencies are 
needed and when

 z Internal: enhance internal 
skills via learning on the job 
with Nexthink experts

Risk and Quality

 z Risk: reduce the risk with 
Nexthink data

 z Quality: increase the quality 
of your support with our 
Nexthink expertise

Speed

 z Value: speed up ROI

 z Ramp-up: accelerate ramp-
up, free your resources and 
train them on the job

LEARN MORE

Nexthink provides digital experience management for your enterprise. We combine data collection and monitoring, analysis and 

intelligence, with automatic remediation and employee engagement to ensure the continuous optimization of your digital workplace. 

Learn more and schedule a demo at www.nexthink.com


